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What's New In Simple IP IP Range Ping?

Simple IP/IP Range Ping is a tiny and portable piece of software that, as the name implies, lets you apply the Ping command to
a range of IP addresses, in order to verify connectivity. It comes packed with an intuitive set of options that can be figured out
by all kinds of users, even those less experienced with networking utilities. ... Swiss Knife for Windows Free Edition Overview
Swiss Knife for Windows Free Edition is the freeware replacement of Swiss Army Knife v.1. A tool for Windows. 1 user
review. 6.32 0.00 Sharing Options Download and Install Simple IP/IP Range Ping 7.5 32.00 Advantages 1 Disadvantages 1
What is Simple IP/IP Range Ping? Simple IP/IP Range Ping is a tiny and portable piece of software that, as the name implies,
lets you apply the Ping command to a range of IP addresses, in order to verify connectivity. It comes packed with an intuitive
set of options that can be figured out by all kinds of users, even those less experienced with networking utilities. Portability
advantages As there is no installation involved, you can drop the executable file in any part of the hard disk and just click it to
run, as well as save a copy of Simple IP/IP Range Ping to a USB flash disk or similar storage unit, in order to run it on any PC
with minimum effort, as long as it has.NET Framework installed. What's worth taking into account is that the Windows
registry and Start menu do not get updated with new entries, and no extra files are created on the disk without your approval,
thus leaving no traces behind after removing it. Straightforward interface and options Simple IP/IP Range Ping does not put
too much emphasis on the visual aspect of the interface. Considering the technical nature of its functionality, it doesn't really
need to. All important options are shown in the main frame, and you can start by indicating the start end end IP address, along
with the delay time (in milliseconds). As far as Ping options are concerned, you can ask Simple IP/IP Range Ping to not
fragment the hosts, as well as point out the TTL, buffer and timeout. The total scanned, opened and closed hosts is shown in
the status bar. View and export Ping data The list of opened or closed hosts, or the entire log can be exported to a plain text
document for closer examination. In addition, Simple IP/IP Range Ping implements a function for converting DNS addresses
to IP format and vice versa. There are no other noteworthy options available. Evaluation and conclusion The app does hog
system resources, running on low CPU and RAM. It may take a while
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System Requirements For Simple IP IP Range Ping:

A game like this one won't run on a $400 machine. To run it, your processor needs to be able to support SSE2 instructions and
its clock speed must be over 3 GHz. You need a few gigabytes of RAM. You need a fresh installation of Windows. You need
to have a sound card with a minimum of two speakers, and a mouse capable of mouse acceleration. A DVD-R drive is
recommended, but not essential. You can burn games to DVD-R discs from a CD
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